It's my turn to pop the question!

will you be my bridesmaid?

- This card cuts down to 9x6.25 to create a folded A6 greeting card
- Use this shape to trace and cut out scratch off label
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It’s my turn to pop the question!

will you be my maid of honor?

- This card cuts down to 9x6.25 to create a folded A6 greeting card
- Use this shape to trace and cut out scratch off label
It's my turn to pop the question!

will you be my matron of honor?

- This card cuts down to 9x6.25 to create a folded A6 greeting card
- Use this shape to trace and cut out scratch off label
It's my turn to pop the question!

will you be my flower girl?

- This card cuts down to 9x6.25 to create a folded A6 greeting card
- Use this shape to trace and cut out scratch off label
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